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ABSTRACT 
This paper contains a study of matrices satisfying A” = At for different positive 
integers s and t. Representations, similar to Flor’s well-known characterization of a 
nonnegative idempotent matrix, are obtained for nonnegative matrices of this type. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [5], Flor generalized Doob’s description of stochastic idempotent 
matrices to the nonnegative idempotent matrices. Berman gave a compatible 
characterization of a nonnegative matrix satisfying A = A3 and A2 symmetric 
[3]. In general, Flor’s characterization has become well known and is a useful 
tool when working with nonnegative matrices. A good overview of this topic 
can be found in [4]. 
Banerjee and Nagase [l] and Styan [8] have independently established 
that A is idempotent if and only if A2 = A3 and rank A = tr A. Khatri [7] 
extended that result to show that A is idempotent whenever A” = At, for 
different positive integers s and t, and rank A = tr A. As Khatri points out, 
these concepts are important in statistical distribution theory. 
In this study matrices that satisfy A” = At, for different positive integer s 
and t, are called (s, t )-potents. We shall also agree that this notation further 
indicates that s< t. When A is (1, m>potent, A is said to be m-potent. 
Clearly, an idempotent matrix is (1,2>potent. 
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2. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF (s, t>POTENT MATRICES 
In this section A will be a square complex matrix. The index of A is the 
smallest positive integer k for which rank Aktl = rank Ak. Let A be (s, t> 
potent. Since rank A’ < rank Al-’ for each I = s + 1,. . . , t, then it follows that 
rankA’=rankA’-’ for each Z=s+l ,...,t and hence k=indexA<s. Only 
those matrices of index 1 can be m-potent matrices. 
Now let A i,. . . ,A, be the nonzero eigenvalues (distinct) of A. Clearly, 
hl;, . . . , AZ are nonzero eigenvahres of AP. Moreover, it is easy to show that 
these are the only nonzero eigenvalues of AP. The following lemma utilizes 
the Jordan canonical form of an (s, t )-potent matrix to obtain a simple 
representation. 
LEMMA 1. Let A be an (s, t >potent matrix with index A = k. Then 
A=P ; ; P-‘, 
[ 1 
where B is a diagonal matrix and Nk = 0. The r diagonal entries of B are the 
nonzero eigenvalues of A (possibly repeated ). 
Proof. Suppose that the eigenvalues of A are ordered so that the nonzero 
eigenvalues precede any zero eigenvalues. If A has a zero eigenvalue, then k is 
the multiplicity of that eigenvalue in the minimal polynomial of A. Thus A is 
similar to a matrix in Jordan canonical form 
where Nk=O and B=diag[./,,..., Jd]. Each Ii is also a square block diagonal 
matrix, each of whose blocks Jii is a Jordan matrix with eigenvalue hi such 
that orderJii > orderJi+i. Moreover, Jii has an order equal to the algebraic 
multiplicity of Ai in the minimal polynomial of A. The (s, t )-potency of A is 
equivalent to the (s, t >potency of B (here k G S-C t). Since B must be 
nonsingular, the (s, t )-potency of B is equivalent to Bf-S = I,. This would not 
be possible if any Jii had order greater than one. Hence, each .& has order one 
and B is a diagonal matrix having the stated form. n 
It is clear from the preceding proof that the (s, t>potency of A is 
equivalent to B’-” = I,. Also, the nonzero eigenvalues of A are simple roots of 
the minimal polynomial of A. 
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A simple calculation shows that A is (s, t)-potent if and only if A is 
(s, s + n(t - s))-potent for all positive integers n. However, a stronger result 
is possible. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let A be a (s, t)-potent matrix of index k. Then A is a 
(u, u + n(t - s))-potent matrix for all positive integers u 2 k and n. Zf t is 
minimul and A is (u, v)-potent (where v > u > k), then v - u = i(t - s) for 
some integer i > 1. 
Proof. Let A have the form (1) of Lemma 1. Since A is (s, t)-potent, 
then Z?-’ = I,. Hence Z?nC’Ps) = I,, which implies that Buin(t-s) = B”. But 
u 2 index A, and hence A” = A“t”(tPs). If A is (u, v>potent, then Z3”-” = I,, 
where v > u 3 k. Since t, and hence t - s, is minimal, it follows that 
u - u = j(t - s) for some integer i 2 I. n 
Earlier it was established that a minimal value for s would be s = k, where 
k = index A. Our next result shows that the minimal value for t is s + n, 
where n is the smallest positive integer for which tr A” = rank A”. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let A be a (s, t)-potent matrix with index A = k. Then 
trAtp” = rank Ak. Moreover, A is (s, s + n)-potent if and only if tr A” = 
rank Ak. 
Proof. Without loss of generality suppose that A has the form (1) of 
Lemma 1. Since each hi must satisfy X7” = 1 and Nk = 0, then 
trA’-~-S = 2 Ati-, = rank B = rank B k = rank Ak. (2) 
Now suppose that the (s, t>potent matrix A is also (s, s + n)-potent. By 
an argument analogous to the one above, (2) holds when t - s is replaced 
by n. 
Finally, suppose that n is a positive integer for which tr A” = rank Ak. 
[Since A is an (s, t )-potent matrix, then t - s is one such integer.] Again, each 
Xti-’ = 1 and hence each ) Xi 1 = 1. Since tr A” = rank Ak 2 0, then 
and it follows that ]CX:l =Z]X:]. Th is f orces all the Xy to have the same 
argument, but 1 A: 1 = 1 and hence a.ll the X: have the same polar form. It 
follows that each Xy has an argument of zero and hence each Xy = 1. 
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Therefore, B” = I, (since B is diagonal), which implies that A is a (s, s + n)- 
potent matrix. n 
This leads to a generalization of Khatri’s result (mentioned earlier) for 
m-potent matrices. 
COROLLARY 1. Let A be an (s, t)-potent matrix. Then A is an m-potent 
matrix if and only if trA”-’ = rank A, where m 3 2. 
Proof. Again, without loss of generality, suppose that A has the form (1) 
of Lemma 1. If trAmp’ = rank A, then trA”-’ > 0 and 
This implies that rank A = rank B, which ensures that N is the null matrix. 
Hence, the index of A is one. By Proposition 2, A is a (1, m>potent matrix. 
The converse is immediate, for if A is m-potent, it is of index one and 
Proposition 2 applies once more. n 
Now suppose that A is an (s, t )-potent matrix of index k and order p X p. 
The next result shows that a minimal value for t is s + n, where n is the 
smallest positive integer for which rank (I - A”) = p - rank Ak. 
PROPOSITION 3. LetAbeapXpmutrixofindexk.ThenAis(k,k+n> 
potent if and only if rank(Z, - A”) = p -rank Ak. 
Proof. If A is (k, k + n>potent, then there is no loss of generality in 
assuming A has the form (1) of Lemma 1. Then B” = I and I, - A” is similar 
to diag [0, I,_, - N”], where r = rank B. Thus, 
rank (I, - A”) = rank(Z,-,-N”)=p-r=p-rankAk. 
Conversely, suppose that rank (I, - A”) = p - rank Ak. Any matrix A of 
index k is similar to a matrix of the form diag[B, N], where B is r X r and 
nonsingular, Nk = 0, and r = rank Ak. Thus, 
rank(Z,-A”)= rank(Z,-B”)+rank(Z,_,-N”) 
=rank(Z,-B”)+p-r=rank(Z,-B”)+p-rankAk. 
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This implies that rank(Z, - B”) = 0 and B” = I,. It follows that A is (k, k + 
n)-potent. w 
The next result shows that A” is m-potent, for some m, whenever A is 
(s, t>potent. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let A be an (s, t )-potent matrix where t is minimd. 
Then A” is ([t - s, s]/s + l)-potent. Moreover, A’ is an l-potent matrix where 1 
is minimal only if 1 = [t - s, s]/s + 1. 
Proof. Let [t - s, s] = i( t - s) = hs. Then by Proposition 1, 
AS = AS+j(t-5) - _ AS+hS = (AS)h+‘. 
Thus, A” is ([t - s, s]/s + 1)-potent. Next suppose that (A’)’ = A”, i.e., A is an 
(s, sl)-potent matrix. Proposition 1 implies that Is = s + f( t - s) or s( I- 1) = 
c( t - s), for some positive integer l Let m = s( I- 1) = i( t - s). Then [t - 
s, s] G m. Hence, [t - s, s]/s G m/s -= I- 1 and 13 [t - s, s]/s + 1, which 
shows 1 is minimal when 1 = [t - s, s]/s + 1. n 
COROLLARY 2. Let A be an (s, t)-potent matrix where t is minimal. If A 
is m-potent, then m = 1. [t - s, s]/s + 1 for some positive integer 1. 
Proof. Since A is m-potent, then A” is also m-potent. The result follows 
using Proposition 1 and Proposition 4. n 
Finally, when A is m-potent, A”‘-l is Hermitian, and m 3 3, then a simple 
calculation shows that At = A”-‘. Let A be a (s, t)-potent matrix. Then 
using Proposition 4, it follows that when A [t-s,sl is Hermitian, then (A”)+ = 
A[‘-‘~“‘~‘. More generally, when A is (s, t)-potent, then A(Stl)(f~“)~l is the 
(lk,2,5)-inverse of A, where k = index A [2, pp. 159, 1721. 
3. REPRESENTATIONS OF NONNEGATIVE (s, t )-POTENT 
MATRICES 
The nonnegative idempotent matrices, which Flor characterized, neces- 
sarily had an index of 1. Hence, Flor’s representation was for the matrix Ak as 
well as the matrix A, where k = index A = 1. As noted earlier, an (s, t )-potent 
matrix does not necessarily have an index of 1. Moreover, an (s, t)-potent 
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matrix A can be regarded as an (s, s + n)-potent matrix, where s 2 k = index A 
and n is the smallest positive integer for which rank Ak = tr A”. Our ultimate 
goal in this section is to provide related Flor type representations for both A 
and A”. We begin with the following result. 
PROPOSITION 5. If A is a nonnegative (s, t )-potent matrix having no zero 
rows or columns, then there exists a permutation matrix P such that 
PTAP=diag[A,,...,A,], 
where each Ai is a nonnegative irreducible (s, t>potent matrix. 
(3) 
Proof. If A is reducible, then by a suitable permutation A can be 
reduced to a block triangular form, 
A, 0 ... 0 
A,, A, .a. 0 
Q’AQ= . , . =F, (4 
i,, A,, . . . i, 
where each block Ai is square and either irreducible or a 1 X 1 null matrix. An 
irreducible matrix is in block triangular form consisting of only one block, and 
thus is already in the form (3). It remains to show that a nonnegative 
reducible (s, t)-potent matrix in the form (4), which has no zero rows or 
columns, is actually in the form (3). The proof will be by induction on the 
order p of F. The case where p = 1 is trivial. 
Now suppose the claim is valid for matrices of order less than p, and 
consider the p X p matrix F, where 
F= = 
A, 0 ... 0 
A,, A, .*. 0 
u 0 
L A, 
Since F” = F’, then it follows by a straightforward calculation that 
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Postmultiplication of (5) on the left hand side by U’ and on the right hand 
side by U” implies that 
t-1 
x A’,LU s+t-(i+l) = 0, 
i=s 
Since the matrices are nonnegative, this ensures that 
A\LUS+t-(i+l) = 0 
(6) 
for each i = s,. . . , t - 1. Premultiplying and postmultiplying (6) by the ap- 
propriate powers of A, and U gives 
A”,LU” = 0. (7) 
A simple induction argument shows that no column of A”, is the zero column. 
Hence, (7) implies that LU” = 0. Similarly, no row of U” is the zero row and 
hence L = 0. The result follows easily by applying the induction hypothesis to 
U, which also does not have any zero rows or columns. n 
PROPOSITION 6. Let A = diag[A,,.. . ,A,], where, for each i, Ai is an 
(s, t,)-potent matrix with ti minimal. Then A is an (s, t>potent matrix with t 
minimulifandonlyift-s=[t,-s,...,t,-s]. 
Proof. Suppose that A is an (s, t>potent matrix with t minimal. Then 
each Ai is an (s, t )-potent matrix. Thus, Proposition 1 implies that each 
ti - s 1 t - s, i.e., [tl - s,. . . , t, - s] G t - s. Let h - s = [tl - s,. . . ,tl - s]. 
Then each ti - s 1 h - s, and again Proposition 1 implies that each Ai is an 
(s, h)-potent matrix. It follows that A is an (s, h>potent matrix and t G h. 
Thus t-s=[t,-s,..., t, - s]. Next suppose that t - s = [t, - s, . . . , t, - s] 
and that A is an (s, h)-potent matrix with h minimal. Then t - s = [t, - 
s,...,t,-s]=h-sandhencetxh. n 
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COROLLARY 3. Let A be a nonnegative (s, s + n)-potent matrix where n 
is the smallest positive integer for which tr A” = rank Ak. Zf A has no zero 
rows or columns, then there exists a permutation matrix P such that PTAP = 
diag[ A i, . . . , A,], where each Ai is a nonnegative irreducible (s, s + n,)-potent 
matrix. Moreover, if each ni is the minimal positive integer such that Ai is 
(s,s+n,)potent, thenn=[n, ,..., n,]. 
Proposition 1 implies that A is (s, s + n)-potent if and only if A is 
(k, k + n)-potent, where s 2 index A = k. With this in mind, we next char- 
acterize the nonnegative irreducible (s, s + n)-potent matrices. It is important 
to notice that examples of irreducible matrices can be easily constructed for 
which a given power of the matrix is reducible. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let A be a nonnegative (s, s + n)-potent matrix, where 
s 2 index A = k, and n is the smallest integer for which tr A” = rank Ak. Then 
A” has the following characterization: 
(i) Zf A” is irreducible ana’ [n, s] = s, then 
where a and /3 are positive column vectors and fiTa = 1. 
(ii) Zf A” is irreducible and [n, s] > s, then there exists a permutation 
matrix P such that 
! 
0 a,p; 0 .** 0 
0 0 a&- ‘.. 0 
PTAsP= : 
I* * * 0 0 0 . . . %-&-I %P,T 0 0 . . . 0 
where m = [n, s]/s = rank A” and the ai and pi are positive column vectors 
(of possibly different orders) for which (/3ra,)( /3la,) . . . (&$x,) = 1. 
(iii) Zf A” is reducible, then there exists a permutation matrix Q such that 
QTASQ=diag[A,,...,A,], 
where d is the greatest common divisor of s and n. Moreover, each Ai has the 
form found either in (i) or in (ii). That is, either Ai = q/IT, where ai and pi 
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are positive column vectors and /3Tq = 1, or Ai is cogredient to 
1 0 a,,p; 0 ... 
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where the cq, and pi, are positive column vectors (of possibly different orders) 
for which (~~q2)(fi~ai,) ... (@,a,,)=l. I n either case, each m, = rank Ai 
andm=[m,,..., m,], where m =‘[ n, s]/s. 
Proof. Proposition 4 implies that A” is minimally (1, m + l)-potent, where 
m = [n, s]/s. Therefore, the minimum polynomial of A” must divide A”‘+’ - h. 
Hence all nonzero eigenvalues of A” have modulus 1. If A” is irreducible, then 
the Frobenius theorem says these nonzero eigenvalues are the roots of Ah = 1 
for some h 2 1. Necessarily then, the minimum polynomial of A” has either the 
form A(X” - 1) or Xh - 1. Clearly, h = m; otherwise A” is (1, h + 1)-potent for 
h + 1~ m + 1, which contradicts the minimality of m + 1. Again the Frobenius 
theorem asserts that the eigenvalues of maximum modulus are simple zeros of 
the characteristic equation. Thus, the Jordan form for A’ is a diagonal matrix 
of rank m. For the case when m + 1 = 2 (i.e., [n, s] = s), A’ is of rank 1. 
Hence, A” can be written in form (i). The positivity of the column vectors (Y 
and /3 follows from the fact that A” is irreducible and thus can have no zero 
row or column. The (1, m + 1)-potency of A” shows that pra= 1. When 
m + 1 > 2 (i.e., [n, s] > s), the Frobenius theorem shows that there exists a 
permutation matrix P such that 
rO A, 0 ... 0 
0 0 A, ... 0 
PTAsP= * * . . . 
b b b ... A,,_i 
A, 0 0 ... 0 
where the diagonal blocks are square and each A i is nonzero. Then rank A” = m 
implies that each Ai is of rank 1. In this case (ii) holds. The positivity of the (Y~ 
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and pi is ensured by the irreducibility of A”. Moreover, the (1, m + l>potency 
of a matrix in form (ii) is equivalent to (~,ToI,)(j3,ToI,) . . . (&$x,) = 1, as a 
straightforward calculation shows. Finally, consider the case where A” is 
reducible. Then A” is completely reducible, i.e., there exists a permutation 
matrix Q such that Q*A”Q = diag [ A,, . . . ,A,], where the Ai are irreducible 
matrices having one and the same maximal eigenvalue [6, p. 811. Since Q*A”Q 
is minimally (1, m + l)-potent, where m = [n, s]/s, then each Ai is (1, m + 1) 
potent. Let Ai be minimally (l,m, +l>potent. Recall that Q*A”Q is 
minimally (1, m + 1)potent if and only if m = [m,, . . . ,m,] (Proposition 6). 
Applying parts (i) and (ii) of this proposition to each of the irreducible 
matrices Ai gives the result. Notice that when mi = 1, we have rank Ai = 1 
and Ai = cui&*, where #ai = 1. When mi > 1, Ai is cogredient to a matrix of 
form (ii) and mi = rank A i. n 
We now consider the case of an arbitrary nonnegative (s, s + n>potent 
matrix A. Group the row indices of A into four sets according to whether the 
ith row and column are both nonzero, the ith row is zero and the ith column 
is nonzero, the i th row is nonzero and the i th column is zero, or both the i th 
row and column are zero. Then A is cogredient to the following matrix: 
[ D B0000 E c 0 0  0 ’1 
In this representation B and C have no common zero row, and B and D have 
no common zero column. The (s, s + n>potency of A is equivalent to 
B” = BS+“, BS-‘C = BS+“-rC, DBS-’ = DBS+“-1, and DBS-aC = 
DBs+“-2C. (DB”-‘C = E when s = 1.) 
THEOREM 1. Let A be a nonnegative (s, s-t n)-potent matrix, where 
s 2 index A = k and n is the smallest positive integer for which tr A” = rank Ak. 
Zf B in (8) does not have any zero rows or columns, then there exist 
permutation matrices Q and P such that 
(9) 
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J” Js+“-‘Y 0 0 
0 0 0 
XJs+n-By ’ () () 1 (10) 0   
whereJ=diag[l,,...,ldl, each .li is a nonnegative irreducible (s, s + n, )-potent 
matrix with ni minimal, each 1: is in the form (i), (ii), or (iii) of Proposition 7, 
and n=[n,,..., nd]. X, Y, and Z are arbitrary nonnegative matrices of the 
appropriate size. Moreover, J” = I’+“, _l-‘Y = Jsfn-‘Y, XI”-’ = 
Xl s+n-l,XJs--ey=XJs+n--ey. 
Proof A is cogredient to the matrix in (8). Since B is (s, s + n>potent, it 
follows from Proposition 5 that B is cogredient to a block diagonal matrix 
J=diag[J,,..., &I, where each Ji is a nonnegative irreducible (s, s + n)-potent 
matrix. For each i, let ni be the smallest positive integer such that Ji is 
(s, s + ni >potent. Next we show that n is minimal in the statement that B is 
(s, s + n)-potent. Suppose then that B is (s, s + mkpotent with m minimal. If 
m=I, then BS=BS+“=Bsfl, BS-‘C = BS+“-iC = B”C, and DB”-i= 
DBS+“-’ = DB”. In DB”-2E = DBS+t”-2 C, the left hand side is DBS-‘C if 
n = 1 and is DB”C = DB”-‘C if n > 1. In any case, (8) shows A is (s, s + I)- 
potent if B is (s, s + lkpotent. If m > 1, then Proposition 1 implies that 
n = lm for some positive integer 1. So 
BS+” _ Bs+fm _ _ BS+“‘, BS+“-l= BS+h-1 = gS+,,-l 
and 
BSfn-2_ _BS+h-2-e _BS+m-2 
Thus (8) shows As+” = AS+m, i.e., A is (s, s + m>potent. Hence m = n for 
this case also. Proposition 6 now implies that n = [n,, . . . , nd]. Thus A has the 
form (9). Lastly, since each Ji is a nonnegative irreducible (s, s + n,>potent 
matrix with ni minimal, it follows from Proposition 7 that each Ji” is cogredient 
to a matrix of the form (i), (ii), or (iii) of that Proposition. This and the 
(s, s + n>potency of A lead to (10). n 
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COROLLARY 4. ZfA is a nonnegative m-potent (i.e., (1, 1+ m - l)-potent) 
matrix with m minimal, then there exists a permutation matrix P such that 
I J"-'Y 0 0 
P=AP= I ’ 0 0 0 X./“-l xy-2y ’ 0 0 0    1 
where.l=diag[l,,...,.l,], each Ji is a nonnegative irreducible m,-potent matrix 
with m, minimal, and m-l=[m,-l,...,md-11. Moreover, each Ji has 
either the form (i) or (ii) of Prmosition 7. Here, X and Y are nonnegative 
matrices such that Y = I”-‘Y and X = XJ”~‘. 
Proof. The proof follows at once from Theorem 1 (with s = 1 and 
n = m - 1) since A = A” implies that B = Z?“, C = B”-‘C, and D = DZ?“-‘. 
This ensures that B has no zero rows or columns. n 
A matrix X is a generalized inverse of the matrix A if AXA = A. Corollary 
4 leads to an immediate characterization of a nonnegative matrix A which is a 
generalized inverse of itself. The mi have the values 1 or 2. The matrix X is 
the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of the matrix A if AXA = A, XAX = X, 
(AX)* = AX, and (XA)* = XA. Corollary 4 alone can be used in a straight- 
forward manner to determine the structure of a nonnegative matrix A which 
is equal to its Moore-Penrose generalized inverse. The characterization can 
be found in [3]. 
We now have as a corollary, Flor’s well-known theorem. 
COROLLARY 5 (Flor). Let A be a nonnegative idempotent matrix of rank 
d. Then there exists a permutation matrix P such that 
0 0 00 
0 0 00 
whereJ=diag[.l,,..., Id] and the Ji are positive idempotents of rank 1. 
Proof. Since A is 2-potent, Corollary 4 applies. Here X.Zm--2Y becomes 
XZ, which can be written X.ZY, since XZ = X, .ZY = Y, and .Z2 = J. W 
If A is a nonnegative irreducible (s, s + n )-potent matrix, where n is the 
smallest positive integer for which tr A” = rank Ak, then n must be the index 
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of imprimitivity of A. This follows because the nonzero eigenvalues of A are 
ail nth roots of unity and hence must be distinct by the Frobenius theorem. 
Thus, the representation of A” in Proposition 7 can be simplified when 
(s, n) = 1 [6, p. 811. In particular, A” has either the representation found in (i) 
or in (ii) when (s, n) = 1. Likewise, a similar comment holds for Ji” in 
Theorem 1 when (s, ni) = 1. 
The authors wish to express their appreciation to the referee for pointing 
out Prqvosition 3 and for his suggestions, which decidedly enhanced the 
presentation of this paper. 
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